Committee members: Carla Torres, Nikki Cruz, Evelyn Duenas, Josie Cortez, Bill Fuppul, Lisa Ogo, Linda Leon Guerrero, Marie Libria, Gregorio Calvo, Frances Bell

- Committee has met on August 3, September 27, and October 26, 2010.

**CONFERENCE**

- Date: March 18, 2011
- Venue: Westin Resort
- Time: 8:00AM-3:00PM
- Budget (Fair included): $3,800 for Facilities Rental, $1,000 for Supplies, $1,542 for Advertisement
- Theme: “AT: Making it Work for Business, A Focus on Employment and Accessibility”
- Plenary Session
- Table displays to be limited to Tri-Agency, contributors, presenters, and “AT Showcases” (i.e. Clinton’s talents)
- Topic ideas:
  - Statistics/ Findings “Where are we”
  - “A Day in the Life…”
  - AT Demos throughout agenda/ recap at the closing
  - 2% Law
  - ADA/ Reasonable Accommodations (Morning)
  - Highlights Panel *AT Focus (after lunch)
  - Closing: AT recap & Funding Options & Resources

**FAIR**

- Date: March 19, 2011
- Venue: Micronesian Mall
- Time: 10:00AM-3:00PM
- Theme: “AT: Making it Work for Business, A Focus on Employment and Accessibility”
- Vendors to invite: all AT-, Disability-, and Employment-related